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Abstract
Background: Ovarian cancer (OC) is the most pathogenic gynecological malignant tumor in the world.
Due to the di�culty of early diagnosis, most of patients developed chemo-resistance and recurrence
during and after the chemotherapy.

Methods: CCK8 and �ow cytometry analysis were used to analyze the drug sensitivity and apoptosis
effect in drug resistant and their parental cell lines (A2780, A2780-DDP, OVCAR3, OVCAR3-DDP). Cells
with CYLD knockdown or overexpression were used to test its role in DDP resistance. Patient tumor
samples were used to study the clinical signi�cance of CYLD and its related molecules. Flow cytometry
analysis were used to test the drug e�ux effects in CYLD knockdown cells. The drug combination
method were used to investigate the drug synergistic effect of cisplatin combination with ABCB1 inhibitor
or HER3 inhibitor. The protein and RNA levels were determined by Western blot analysis, PCR and
immunoprecipitation. The in vivo experiments were used to verify the role of CYLD in drug resistance of
ovarian cancer and tumor growth.

Results: we found levels of CYLD were markedly lower in ovarian DDP-resistant cancer cell lines than
those of parental cell lines. CYLD knockdown in the parental cells alone was su�cient to induce DDP
resistance through inhibiting cell apoptosis and promoting the drug e�ux via inducing the expression of
ABCB1. HER3 expression levels were much higher in the resistant cells, and HER3 was upstream mediator
of CYLD suppression in the cells through STAT3 signaling. Moreover, overexpression of CYLD in the
resistant cells alone was su�cient to reverse the resistant cells to become sensible to platinum-based
treatment both in vitro and in vivo. Similar result showed that ABCB1 was functional downstream target
of CYLD to regulate tumor growth and drug resistance both in vitro and in vivo.

Conclusions: In this study, the results demonstrated that CYLD suppression and higher HER3 expression
caused cisplatin resistance and poor prognosis by inhibiting cell apoptosis and promoting the drug e�ux
in OC. Our �ndings showed that HER3/CYLD/ABCB1 is a new signaling pathway to regulate tumor
growth and DDP resistance, which is potential new therapeutic target to overcome DDP resistance.

Background
Ovarian Cancer (OC) is the most lethal gynecological cancer. Due to di�cult detection at early stage[1]
and lack of signi�cant clinical symptoms[2], 70% patients were diagnosed at an advanced stage(III-IV
stage)[3], which also caused treatment failure. The most common histological type of ovarian cancer is
epithelial ovarian carcinoma(EOC)[4], and the standard front-line treatment for EOC is constituted of
surgery with the goal of no residual disease (R0) and platinum-based chemotherapy[5]. However, even
after strict surgery and adequate chemotherapy, the survival rate of advanced ovarian cancer patients
remains limited[6]. The prognosis of patients is closely related to their response to cisplatin treatment.
Recently study showed that 19% of early ovarian cancers and 60%-85% of recurrent ovarian cancers will
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eventually develop resistance to platinum[2]. Therefore, there is urgent need to understand the molecular
mechanism of drug resistance in ovarian cancer.

Cisplatin (DDP), one of platinum drugs, exerts anticancer activity by forming Pt-DNA adducts and
mediating DNA dysfunction[7, 8], eventually lead to cell apoptosis and exert anti-tumor effects[9]. There
are several mechanisms are considered to relevant with DDP resistance, such as increased drug e�ux,
inactivation of apoptosis, increased DNA repair and alteration in drug target genes[10]. And the �rst two
mechanisms accounted for about 80% cases of OC resistance through the analysis of GEO datasets [11].
Nevertheless, the initiated mechanism of cisplatin resistance is still not fully understood. More
importantly, it is still unclear what combinational drug therapy could be an effective strategy to overcome
the resistance in OC treatment.

HER3, a pseudokinase member of the EGFR family coded by the ERBB3 gene, plays an important role in
cancer progression, despite its lack of intrinsic kinase activity[12, 13]. In our previous research, HER3
promoted angiogenesis in ovarian cancer[14] and positively regulated by reactive oxygen species (ROS)
[15]. Recent studies have found that the increased expression of HER3 in breast cancer and lung cancer
were closely related to TKi-resistance[16, 17]. However, the regulatory role of HER3 in other chemotherapy
resistance was unclear yet. We found that HER3 was highly expressed in ovarian cancer cells, thus would
like to test role of HER3 in drug resistance in this study.

The cylindromatosis gene (CYLD) is one member of lysine 63 deubiquitinases, which can speci�cally
remove the k63 ubiquitin chain. CYLD was �rst discovered as a causative gene of familial
cylinaromatosis (an autosomal dominant hereditary disease), and caused CYLD cutaneous
syndrome[18–20]. Further research showed that CYLD played an important role in tumorigenesis and
development. CYLD had been reported as a tumor suppressor and associated with poor prognosis[18, 21,
22]. In addition, loss of CYLD directly or indirectly increased cell proliferation, inhibited cell apoptosis,
induced immune response, abated in�ammatory response, and regulates tumor development[23].
Furthermore, CYLD interacted with RIP1 to promote necroptosis[24]. However, role of CYLD in OC and
platinum resistance is unclear yet.

In this study, we �rstly identi�ed that CYLD was downregulated in ovarian cancer, more interestingly,
expression levels of CYLD were signi�cantly decreased in cisplatin resistance cells (A2780-DDP, OVCAR3-
DDP) when compared with their parental cells. Herein we addressed several important questions: (1)
what is role of CYLD in regulating ovarian cancer resistance to DDP; (2) what is the underlying
mechanism of CYLD in mediating DDP resistance; (3) what is the signal pathway that may be associated
with CYLD expression and OC progression. (4) Whether there are some small molecular inhibitors or
drugs could reverse the DDP resistance due to CYLD knockdown. The answers to these questions would
provide new insights into a better understanding of the role and mechanism of CYLD in OC development
and drug resistance and provide a potential therapeutic strategy to overcome resistance to DDP treatment
in the future.
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Methods
Clinical tumor samples

The 18 EOC tissues and 6 non-cancer (NC) tissues were obtained from the Biobank of the A�liated
Cancer Hospital of Zhengzhou University (Zhengzhou, China). The ovarian cancer tissues had been
collected and stored in the tissue bank from patients who did not receive immunotherapy and
neoadjuvant chemotherapy before the surgery as previously described [25]. The patient information
including names and other personal information was not known to the investigators. Based on the coded
information, the EOC patients were staged according to FIGO classi�cation[26], graded according to the
World Health Organization standard[27]. The tumor tissues of patient Case 1 and Case 2 and NC samples
(4 �broid patients and 2 atypical hyperplasia of endometrium patients) were also obtained from the
Biobank of the A�liated Cancer Hospital of Zhengzhou University.

Immunohistochemistry

Histological sections of para�n-embedded biopsies were derived from the tissues obtained from the
A�liated Cancer Hospital of Zhengzhou University from January 2017 to December 2020, including 33
EOC samples, 8 ovarian borderline epithelial tumor (LMP) samples, and 10 normal ovarian (or non-cancer,
NC) samples. Immunohistochemistry was carried out as previously described [28]. Brie�y, the samples
were performed on 3-μm-thick sections. After blocking with 10% normal goat serum, the sections were
incubated with primary antibodies at 4 °C overnight. Then the sections were incubated with secondary
antibody for 2h at room temperature.

Immunochemistry results were evaluated by the quality of the positive cells and described by
immunoreactivity scores. Brie�y, the density signals of positive cells were categorized into four grades: 0,
negative; 1, weak; 2, moderate; and 3, strong, and categorized into two groups: negative (grade of 0 and
1), and positive (grade of 2 and 3). The percentages of the positive cells were categorized into four
grades:0(0–3%) ;1, (3–25%); 2, (26–50%); 3, (51–75%); and 4, (76–100%). The immunoreactivity scores
of each �eld were determined using the following formula: intensity score × positive score. Then the score
of one section was calculated using all �elds’ scores in the section, and categorized into two groups: low
expression (scores of 0 to 6), and high expression (scores of 7 to 12)[29].

Cell culture

The human ovarian cancer cell lines Caov3, A2780, A2780/DDP, SKOV3, OVCAR3, OVCAR3/DDP,
immortalized ovarian epithelial cell line IOSE386 and human embryonic kidney HEK 293T cell line were
cultured in RPMI-1640 or DMEM medium (Gibco, California, USA), supplemented with 10% fetal bovine
serum (Gibco, California, USA), penicillin(100U/ml) and streptomycin(100ng/ml). All cells were cultured at
37 °C with 5% CO2 in incubator.

RNA isolation and quantitative RT-PCR (qRT-PCR)
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Total RNAs of tissues and adherent cells were extracted using TRIzol reagent (Ambion, Texas,
USA) according to the manufacturer’s instruction, reverse transcription were performed using HiScript III
RT SuperMix (Vazyme, Nanjing, China). The real-time PCR ampli�cations were performed with ChamQ
Universal SYBR qPCR Master Mix (Vazyme, Nanjing, China) using QuantStudio5 system (Applied
Biosystems, California, USA). GAPDH levels were used as an internal control. Real-time quantitative PCR
was performed in triplicate. The primer sequences used for real-time quantitative PCR were listed in
Supplemental Table 1.

Western blot

Total proteins extracted from tissues and adherent cells were separated by SDS-PAGE Gel Kit (Thermo
Fisher Scienti�c, Waltham, USA) and transferred into poly-vinylidene di�uoride (PVDF) membranes. Then
the PVDF membranes were blocked with 5% non-fat milk for 2 h at room temperature and incubated with
primary antibodies at 4°C overnight. After that the membranes were incubated with anti-rabbit/mouse IgG
second antibody. The protein bands were detected with enhanced chemiluminescent substrate (Thermo
Fisher scienti�c, Waltham, USA), as described previously[30]. The primary antibodies used in this study
were listed in Supplemental Table 2.

The synergy of drug combination and quantitative assay

Cells were seeded into 96-well plates (5×103 per well), and treated with different doses of cisplatin, TX1-
85-1 and Verapamil for 72h. Cell viability levels were analyzed by CCK-8 cell survival assay. The
combined effects of drugs were analyzed by CompuSyn software (www.combosyn. com), and the drug
dose-effects were calculated using the Median Effects methods. The results were quantitated according
to the Chou-Talalay method using the fraction affected (Fa), and the combination index (CI). The
quantitative assay staining signals were carried out and detected as described previously[31].

Tumor xenograft assay

Four to �ve-week-old female nude mice were obtained from GemPharmatech (Nanjing, Jiangsu, China).
The mice were bred in a standard laboratory environment and fed with sterilized food and water. The
animal study protocol was approved by the Animal Ethics Committee of Zheng Zhou University.

Drug resistance test: The mice were divided into 2 groups randomly, each group has 13 female mice. The
stable shNC or shCYLD OVCAR3 cells were resuspended at a density of 5× 106 in mixture of Matrigel and
serum-free RPMI1640, and injected subcutaneously in the armpit of nude mice. When the tumors were
approximately 0.5×0.5 cm2 (length of vertical radial line) in size, the mice were injected with cisplatin
(5mg/kg, HANSOH PHARMA, Jiangsu, China) in intraperitoneal daily for 5 days, and the tumor sizes were
measured every day. The tumor volumes (V) were calculated as: V=(π/6) ×[Sum of two vertical diameter
lines/2]3 . Mice (4 with shNC xenograft tumors and 4 with shCYLD tumors) in all 26 mice were divided to
do the drug tolerance test, when the tumor volumes reached 15×15mm3, the mice were sacri�ced, and
tumor tissues were excised and weighted. For the survival experiment, the other shNC (n=9) or shCYLD

http://www.combosyn/
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(n=9) xenograft mice were analyzed to measure out the survival rate from cisplatin injection to death and
data were recorded.

Drug resistance reversal test: 9 mice were divided into 3 groups randomly, each group has three female
mice. The mice injected subcutaneously with A2780, A2780-DDP and A2780-DDP with CYLD
overexpressed cells and resuspended at a density of 5×106 in the armpit as described previously. Then
the mice were treated with cisplatin (5mg/kg, daily for 5 days), tumor volumes and weights were
analyzed with the same methods as mentioned above.

Drug combination test: 12 mice injected with stable CYLD knockdown OVCAR3 cells  resuspended at
density of 5× 106 in the armpit as described above. The mice were randomized into four groups and
treated with the following regimens: vehicle alone (0.9% saline), DDP (3 mg/kg, intraperitoneally),
Verapamil (25 mg/kg, intraperitoneally), and the combination of DDP and Verapamil daily for 5 days.
Then the tumor volumes and weights of each group were analyzed with the same methods as above.

HE staining and IHC staining in tumors

Mice xenograft tumors were �xed in 4% paraformaldehyde for at least 24h. After dipped in para�n, the
tumor samples were cut into 3μm thick sections. Then Hematoxylin and Eosin (HE) were used to stain the
sections, and IHC staining were carried out as described previously[32]. The anti-bodies against Ki-67,
CYLD, Bcl-XL, Bcl-2, Bax, Bcl-3, ABCB1 (Sup table 3) were incubated with the sections at 1:200
concentration.

Statistical analysis

All data were calculated as means ± SD. and analyzed using t-test. Then the results from the statistical
analysis were compared using GraphPad Prism 8 software. p-value at <0.05 was considered statistically
signi�cant.

Results
CYLD levels were signi�cantly lower in ovarian cancer DDP resistant cell lines, and CYLD was an
essential regulator to mediate DDP resistance.

To identify new mechanism of DDP resistance in ovarian cancer, we found that the mRNA and protein
expression levels of tumor suppressor CYLD were signi�cantly downregulated in DDP resistant cell lines
(OVCAR3-DDP and A2780-DDP) compared to parental A2780 and OVCAR3 cells, expression levels of
CYLD in 4 different OC cell lines (Caov3, SKOV3, A2780 and OVCAR3) were greatly decreased compared
to human immortalized ovarian epithelial cell line (IOSE386) (Fig. 1A, 1B). These results showed that
CYLD expression was altered in progression of OC cisplatin resistance, but whether it is an initiating
factor of drug resistance still needed to be investigated. To test whether CYLD suppression is su�cient in
affecting the resistance, we showed that CYLD knockdown in OVCAR3 cells became more resistance to
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DDP treatment compared to its control cells by CCK8 assay (Fig. 1C), and similar results from A2780 cells
were obtained which was consistent with OVCAR3 cells (Fig. 1D). Additionally, the CYLD overexpressed
OVCAR3-DDP/A2780-DDP cells were established, and overexpression of CYLD suggested to be su�cient
to increase cell sensitivity to DDP compared to control group, making the DDP sensitive cell lines similar
to OVCAR3 and A2780 to DDP treatment (Fig. 1E, 1F). These �ndings suggested that CYLD is an
essential regulator in DDP resistance of the cells.

CYLD silencing was associated with resistance to DDP treatment in clinical ovarian cancer tissues.

Resistance to DDP treatment is a major clinical challenge in ovarian cancer therapy. Here, using
computed tomography (CT) analysis with tumor tissues of 2 clinical patients, we �rstly investigated that
CYLD expression was attenuated in ovarian cancer patient tissues when the cancer became DDP
resistance. Case 1: A 57-year-old subject underwent comprehensive staging surgery (including
hysterectomy, lymphadenectomy and partial colectomy) in June 2018. Postoperative �nding con�rmed
the diagnosis of phase IIIc high-grade serous ovarian carcinoma. Then the patient was administered six
cycle chemotherapy of docetaxel and nedaplatin from June to November 2018. According to RECIST
v1.1, complete response was achieved (Fig. 2A, left panel). Then regular review was checked by serum
biomarker and imaging examination every 2 months (Fig. 2C). Two months later, serum biomarker Ca125
was found to be raised, but no radiographic evidence. Then the progress note of this patient showed no
any treatment at this period. Four months after treatment, there was pelvic shadow in CT (Fig. 2A, right
panel), and with further elevated Ca125, which both suggesting platinum resistance recurrence (Fig. 2C).
Case 2: A 46-year-old patient was hospitalized for ascites. After comprehensive staging surgery, she was
diagnosed of phase IIIc high-grade serous ovarian carcinoma, and started treatments of docetaxel and
carboplatin in June 2018. Six cycle chemotherapy later, the patient achieved complete response
according to RECIST v1.1 (Fig. 2B, left panel), and regular reviewed every 2 months (Fig. 2C). Until now,
there has been no recurrence in these three years. The CT images in right panel of Fig. 1B showed the
imaging results at six months after treatment. Immuno-histochemistry staining for CYLD of these tumor
tissues were conducted using the surgical specimens. And the CYLD expression level showed negative in
patient with platinum resistance recurrence, but positive in platinum sensitive case 1 patient (Fig. 2D).
Additionally, the mRNA expression levels of CYLD in Case 1 and Case 2 also con�rmed that CYLD
expression de�ciency in platinum resistance ovarian cancer tissues (Fig. 2E).

CYLD knockdown inhibited cell apoptosis activities, while force expression of CYLD promoted ovarian
cancer cells’ apoptosis and increased cell drug sensitivity.

To evaluate whether CYLD regulated DDP resistance through apoptosis, the apoptosis rates were
analyzed in OVCAR3 and A2780 cells treated with 5µM DDP or PBS for 48h, and the percentage of
apoptotic cells in CYLD knockdown group (shCYLD#1: 18.3602± 0.1521; shCYLD#2: 22.1101±0.5478)
signi�cantly decreased compared to that in the control group (shNC: 43.8950±0.2750) with DDP
treatment (Fig. 3A). Consistent with these �ndings, CYLD knockdown in A2780 cells showed decreased
apoptosis activity (Supplemental Fig. 1A). These results indicated that CYLD may regulate DDP
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resistance through cell apoptosis. In seeking the downstream apoptosis-related proteins of CYLD, our
results suggested that the protein expression levels of pro-apoptosis factor Bax were downregulated in
CYLD knockdown group, and the anti-apoptotic proteins Bcl-XL and Bcl-2 were upregulated (Fig. 3B, 3C).
In addition, the percentage of apoptosis in A2780-DDP with overexpressed CYLD group (62.0300±5.3606)
was remarkably higher than that of A2780-DDP (13.4906±0.4704), and the result was similar to A2780
(96.5807±0.7804) (Fig. 3D,3E). Further study suggested that compared to OVCAR3-DDP/A2780-DDP,
protein expression levels of Bax were upregulated in CYLD overexpressed OVCAR3-DDP/A2780-DDP cells
and OVCAR3/A2780 cells, while the protein expression levels of Bcl-XL were downregulated, respectively
(Fig. 3F). These results showed that CYLD mediated drug resistance through apoptosis and Bax/Bcl-XL
pathway.

CYLD was signi�cantly downregulated in ovarian cancer patient tissues, and lower CYLD expression
levels were associated with poor prognosis.

The expression levels of CYLD were tested in 10 non-cancer ovarian samples(NC) 8 ovarian borderline
epithelial tumor samples(LMP) and 33 ovarian cancer samples(EOC) by IHC as showed in Fig. 4A. The
EOC patients showed lower CYLD positive expression rate (22% vs 75%, 22% vs 83%) and lower IHC
sores(2.0909±2.0112 vs 5.5±1.9272, 2.0909±2.0112 vs 7.3±2.2632) compared to LMP and NC groups
(Fig. 4B, 4C). The CYLD expression levels were also analyzed using TCGA database, were showed to be
downregulated in ovarian cancer tissues and correlated with clinical advanced stages (Supplemental
Fig. 2A, 2B). Furthermore, the protein and mRNA expression levels of CYLD were tested in patient tumor
samples (NC=6, EOC=18) using the tissues obtained from the tissue bank. The expression levels of CYLD
in NC group (protein: 0.8836±0.2426, RNA: 1.2343±0.2326) were much higher than those in EOC group
(protein: 0.553±0.1055, RNA: 0.8055±0.2840) (Fig. 4D-4F). Additionally, the protein and mRNA expression
levels of CYLD from the same patient samples showed highly correlation (R=0.8463, p=0.0005) (Fig. 4G).
And the patients with lower CYLD expression levels had unfavorable outcomes compared to those with
higher CYLD expression level group (HR=5.373, p=0.0316) (Fig. 4H). Lower CYLD expression levels were
associated with poor survival rate by using Kaplan-Meier Plotter analysis (Supplemental Fig. 2C). These
�ndings suggested that CYLD is an essential molecule in mediating drug resistance, and the patients with
lower CYLD expression had poor overall survival in the patient cohort.

HER3 was identi�ed to negatively regulate CYLD expression via phosphorylation of STAT3.

To further investigate the molecular mechanisms in CYLD regulation, the mRNA expression levels of the
ERBB family (EGFR, HER2, HER3, HER4) were detected in patient samples. There was a signi�cant
negatively relationship between the expression levels of HER3 and CYLD (R=-0.4333, P=0.0389, Fig. 5A),
while other ERBB family members had no signi�cant correlations (EGFR: R=0.3670 P=0.0777; HER2:
R=0.2378 P=0.2631; HER4: R=0.2394 P=0.2599; Supplemental Fig. 3A). Therefore, HER3 may be potential
upstream regulator of CYLD in ovarian cancer. To further con�rm the role of HER3 in regulation of CYLD,
we found that the protein expression levels of CYLD were decreased in HER3 overexpressed
OVCAR3/A2780 cells (OVCAR3-HER3: 0.4591±0.1349, A2780-HER3:0.2756± 0.1011), compared to their
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control cells (OVCAR3-Vector: 1±0.1448, A2780-Vector:1±0.1150) (Fig. 5B). In addition, the expression
levels of CYLD were higher in HER3 knockout OVCAR3/A2780 cells (OVCAR3-HER3 KO:3.9798±0.2808,
A2780-HER3 KO:3.4267±0.5085) compared to control cells (OVCAR3-Vector:1±0.3207, A2780-Vector:
1±0.3865) (Fig. 5C). These �ndings further suggested that HER3 may negatively regulate CYLD
expression. To examine the mechanism that how HER3 attenuates CYLD’s expression in OC cells, HER3
overexpressed cells showed signi�cantly induction in the expression levels of key intermediate signaling
molecules p-STAT3(T705) compared to control cells (Fig. 5D), while other candidate molecules, p-c-Jun,
p-p38 and p-Erk1/2, were showed no signi�cant changes (Supplemental Fig. 3B). Moreover, the
expression levels of p-STAT3 in HER3 knockout OVCAR3/A2780 cells was signi�cantly decreased
compared to control (Fig. 5D). Furthermore, the immunoprecipitation assay showed that HER3 had a
direct interaction with CYLD (Fig. 5E). Thus, these results showed that HER3 could inhibited CYLD
expression via phosphorylation of STAT3.

HER3 functioned as a crucial upstream regulator in DDP resistance of ovarian cancer and HER3 inhibitor
facilitated DDP sensitivity.

To further con�rm the role of HER3 in ovarian cancer drug resistance, the protein levels of HER3 in
OVCAR-DDP and A2780-DDP cells were showed higher compared to its parental cells (Fig. 5F). The HER3
knockout cell lines showed more sensitive to drug treatment (Fig. 5G), while HER3 overexpressed cell
lines found to be more resistant to DDP treatment (Fig. 5H). These results illustrated that HER3 played an
important role in drug resistance of ovarian cancer cells.

In order to test whether HER3 inhibitor could improve the DDP sensitivity, the drug combination effect of
HER3 inhibitor (TX1-85-1) and DDP in A2780-DDP cell line were conducted. To identify combination
effect, Chou-Talalay method were used to detect the synergistic effect of DDP (0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 1, 3,
5µM) in combination with TX1-85-1(0, 0.3, 0.7, 1, 3, 7µM). The Combination Index (CI) data of these two
drugs was showed in Supplemental Fig. 3C. The Fraction Affected-combination index (Fa) analyzed the
effects of the combination with different doses of TX1-85-1 and DDP (Fig. 5I). The synergistic effect of
these two drugs was described in a Scatter plot, and the fractions affected-combination index (Fa-CI) plot
were almost below 1(Fig. 5J), that indicated that these two drugs had synergistic effect. The synergistic
effect suggested that inhibition of HER3 improved drug sensitivity in DDP resistance OC cells. Then
according to the CI results, we selected two drug concentrations (DDP 7µM, TX1-85-1 3 and 7µM), which
was the best combination values in all CI data, for further apoptosis experiment analysis (Supplemental
Fig. 3E). The percentages of apoptosis cells treated with DDP and TX1-85-1 group were signi�cantly
higher than those in the cells treated with each single drug (Fig. 5K). The same trends were also revealed
in a different cell type, OVCAR3-DDP (Supplemental Fig. 3D, 3F, 3G). These results strongly demonstrated
that HER3 promoted DDP resistance in OC cells, and HER3 inhibitor enhanced the drug sensitivity in DDP
resistance OC cells.

Drug e�ux pump protein ABCB1 was a potential downstream molecule of CYLD-in regulating DDP
resistance.
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Since CYLD knockdown promoted drug resistance in OC, but the mechanism of CYLD in affecting DDP
resistance is unclear. Thus, we adopted the intracellular levels of Rhodamine 123, a �uorescent drug that
can be excreted through drug transporters on the surface of cell membrane, and measured between CYLD
knockdown group and control in OVCAR3 cells. After incubated with different concentrations of
Rhodamine 123, the �uorescence intensity of CYLD knockdown group was higher than control group, and
the difference was more remarkable at the concentration of 2µM (Fig. 6A). This result suggested that
CYLD knockdown promoted drug to pump from intracellular. Then the �uorescence intensity of cells in
different time point after incubated Rhodamine 123 were also measured (Supplemental Fig. 4A), which
showed that the �uorescence intensities were signi�cantly different in 12h group, while there was no
difference after 16h treatment (Supplemental Fig. 4B). To examine which protein was the potential target
of CYLD in ABC transporter superfamily, which may be involved in drug resistance, the protein expression
levels of ABCB1 were signi�cantly induced in CYLD knockdown OVCAR3 (shCYLD#1 3.8966±0.6160;
shCYLD#2 3.4024±0.3618) and A2780 (shCYLD#1 4.0252±0.4677; shCYLD#2 3.8090±0.5398)
compared with control cells (OVCAR3 shNC 1±0.3271; A2780 shNC 1±0.6219) (Fig. 6B). We also tested
ABCC1, ABCG2 and ABCG9 levels in OVCAR3 cells, and the results did not show any difference
(Fig. 6C,6D). These results showed that CYLD knockdown could increase the expression level of drug
e�ux protein, and ABCB1 was a downstream molecule of CYLD.

In addition, the protein expression levels of ABCB1 in OVCAR3-DDP/A2780-DDP cells were showed to be
greatly higher than those in other two cells (OVCAR3-DDP/A2780-DDP with CYLD overexpressed and
OVCAR3/A2780 cells) (Fig. 6E). Based on the above results, upregulation of ABCB1 by CYLD knockdown
was a key for inducing drug resistance of, ABCB1 was a downstream mediator of CYLD in regulating DDP
resistance.

CYLD knockdown cells increased DDP resistance by inhibiting apoptosis and inducing ABCB1 expression
in vivo.

To investigate whether CYLD knockdown may promote ovarian tumor growth and DDP resistance, we
established a xenograft model by BALB/C nude mice with CYLD-knockdown cells and its control cells:
OVCAR3-shNC and OVCAR3-shCYLD (Fig. 7A). The results suggested that tumors developed from
OVCAR3-shCYLD group grew faster than tumors developed from the control group after injection of DDP
(Fig. 7B, 7C, 7D). Furthermore, the survival times of the mice with OVCAR3-shCYLD cells were remarkably
shorter than those of the mice in the control group (Fig. 7E). These �ndings demonstrated that CYLD
knockdown promoted DDP resistance of ovarian tumors with shorter survival time. The tumor samples
developed from OVCAR3-shCYLD group showed increasing expression levels of Ki-67, Bcl-XL, ABCB1, but
decreasing expression level of Bax (Fig. 7F,7G). Ki67 is a proliferation marker, the results suggested the
growth of tumors with CYLD knockdown cells was not much in�uenced by DDP in vivo. And Bcl-XL and
Bax are vital proteins in apoptosis pathway, these results showed that CYLD knockdown affected the
apoptotic pathway and elevated ABCB1 expression which could promote drug resistance through drug
e�ux in vivo. These �ndings showed similar results of our experiments in vitro, that inhibition of CYLD in
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ovarian cancer cells induced DDP resistance by regulating apoptosis pathway and ABCB1 expression in
vivo.

Force expression of CYLD partially reversed DDP resistance, and dual treatment with DDP and ABCB1
inhibitor signi�cantly inhibited tumorigenesis.

Based on the results above, we further established a xenograft model with CYLD-overexpressed A2780-
DDP cells and its control cells: A2780 and A2780-DDP (Fig. 8A). The tumors from CYLD-overexpressed
group and A2780 group grew slower than tumors from its control A2780-DDP group after treatment of
DDP (Fig. 8B, 8C). These �ndings suggested that overexpressed CYLD could partially reverse DDP
resistance in OC.

We wondered whether ABCB1 inhibitor Verapamil could reverse DDP resistance caused by CYLD
knockdown in OC. The synergistic effects of DDP (0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 1, 3, 5µM) in combination with
Verapamil (0, 0.7, 1, 3, 7,10µM) were detected in OVCAR3 cells. The results of the CI data of these two
drugs were showed in Supplement Fig. 4C. The synergistic effect of these two drugs in OVCAR3 cells was
also described in a Scatter plot (Fig. 8D), and the Fa-CI plot showed these two drugs had synergistic
effect (the value was almost below 1) (Fig. 8E). Then according to the CI results, these two drugs’
concentrations (DDP 3µM, Verapamil 3µM), which had the best combination values among all the CI
data, were selected for further apoptosis experiment (Supplemental Fig. 4D). The apoptosis rate of this
combinatorial group in OVCAR3 cells was signi�cantly higher than each single group (Fig. 8F). We
obtained similar results in A2780-shCYLD cells (Supplemental Fig. 4E-4H). To further con�rm the
synergistic effect of DDP and Verapamil, we established a xenograft model with OVCAR3-shCYLD cells.
As shown in Fig. 8G-8I, treatment with DDP or verapamil alone did not effectively inhibit tumor growth,
while co-treatment with these two drugs inhibited tumor growth. Furthermore, the mice body weights were
similar in all groups, suggesting that the combination regimen at the indicated dose did not cause any
toxicity in mice (Fig. 8J). All these �ndings evoked that CYLD forced expression increased the DDP
sensitivity in resistance OC, and inhibition of downstream protein ABCB1 also reversed the DDP
resistance caused by CYLD depletion(Fig. 8K).

Discussion
Platinum resistance is one of major challenges that seriously affect the prognosis of ovarian cancer
patients[33]. The 5-year survival rate of platinum resistance patient is approximately 30%[34], which is
signi�cantly less than that of platinum sensitive patient[2]. Interestingly, we found that CYLD expression
was greatly downregulated in cisplatin resistance OC, which is correlated with poor prognosis (Figs. 2,
Fig. 4). This result was consistent to other drug resistance in different cancers[21, 22, 35, 36]. Therefore,
we hypothesized that CYLD played an important role in platinum resistance of ovarian cancer. To test the
hypothesis, we performed both gain- and loss-of-function studies and demonstrated that CYLD forced
expression inhibited ovarian cancer cisplatin resistance by inducing apoptosis and apoptosis-related
proteins. Overexpression of CYLD in vivo also reversed DDP sensitivity in cisplatin-resistant OC. These
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results indicated that CYLD may be a potential target for the diagnosis and treatment of DDP resistance
in ovarian cancer.

Platinum-resistance ovarian cancers are de�ned that the platinum-free interval (PFI) of patient, means the
time between the last dose of platinum-based chemotherapy and cancer progression, less than 6
months[37]. Previous studies of platinum resistance mostly focused on mediate apoptosis related
pathway, such as the expression of “caspase” molecules inhibited[38, 39] or “Bcl-2” family molecules
promoted[40, 41]. We observed higher expression of HER3 in ovarian resistant cancer cells. Since HER3
showed no intrinsic tyrosine kinase properties unless it went under hetrodimerization and formed dimers
such as HER2-HER3 and HER1(EGFR)-HER3[42]. However, role of HER3 in DDP resistance was not known
yet. Our group showed higher expression levels of HER3 in ovarian cancer were induced by ROS[15] which
played an important role in tumor angiogenesis[14]. HER3 could activate the PI-3K/Akt, MEK/MAPK,
Jak/Stat pathways, and Src kinase[17]. In the present study, we found that HER3 promoted cisplatin
resistance in ovarian cancer (Fig. 6), which was consistent with the clinical observation[43]. More
importantly, HER3 reduced CYLD expression by promoting STAT3 phosphorylation, rather than p38, c-Jun
and Erk pathways, which is novel. Interestingly, we also discovered the combination therapy of HER3
inhibitor TX1-85-1 and DDP remarkably reduced the dosage of platinum conducted in ovarian cancer
resistance cells, and showed a signi�cant synergistic effect. HER3 inhibitor may be used to treat DDP
resistance in ovarian cancer.

Unexpectedly, we found enhanced drug e�ux in CYLD knockdown ovarian cancer cells by �ow cytometer,
which had not been reported in previous studies. Since shortage accumulation of anti-cancer agents
caused by increasing drug e�ux is an important mechanism in regulation of chemo-resistance[44], we
hypothesized that CYLD mediated platinum resistance in OC by blocking the drug e�ux. Through both
gain- and loss-of-function studies, we determined that CYLD mediated drug resistance by downregulating
a downstream molecule, ABCB1 expression. And the signi�cant synergistic effect of combination therapy
(ABCB1 inhibitor Verapamil and DDP) further con�rmed our hypothesis in CYLD knockdown OC cells.
Thus, the combination therapy will enhance the e�cacy of cisplatin, especially in cisplatin resistance OC.

Conclusions
In summary, we �rstly identi�ed the CYLD was a novel target for the diagnosis and treatment in cisplatin
resistance OC via the HER3/CYLD/ABCB1 axis. Most importantly, the drug combination (HER3 inhibitor
and DDP) in drug-resistant OC and the drug combination (ABCB1 inhibitor and DDP) in cisplatin-
resistance showed signi�cant chemotherapy coordination. These results provide new evidence and
direction to overcome chemotherapy resistance in ovarian cancer which warrants further study in the
future.
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Figure 1

CYLD levels were signi�cantly lower in ovarian cancer DDP resistant cell lines, and CYLD was an
essential regulator to mediate DDP resistance.

(A). The expression levels of CYLD in OVCAR3/OVCAR3-DDP and A2780/A2780-DDP were detected by
western blot. (B).The mRNA expression levels of CYLD in human immortalized ovarian cell line
(IOSE386), 4 human ovarian cancer cell lines (Caov3, SKOV3, A2780 and OVCAR3) and 2 DDP resistance
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ovarian cancer cell lines (A2780-DDP and OVCAR3-DDP) were detected by qRT-PCR. (C, D). CYLD
expression levels in stable CYLD knockdown OVCAR3 or A2780 cell lines were detected by Western blot,
and the DDP sensitivity levels were detected by CCK8 assay in CYLD knockdown cells. (E, F). CYLD
protein expression levels in indicated cell lines were tested by Western blot, and the DDP sensitivity levels
in these three cell lines were measured using CCK8 kit. Data were statistically analyzed with Student’s t-
test and values are shown as mean ± SD. * indicates p < 0.05, ** indicates p < 0.01, *** indicates p <
0.001.

Figure 2

CYLD silencing was associated with increased resistance to DDP treatment in clinical ovarian cancer
samples.

(A, B). CT images of Case 1 and Case 2 ovarian cancer patients from Biobank at the time of treatment
�nished and 4/6 months after treatment. (C). The Ca125 levels of Case1 and Case2 patients at every
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review time, the time 0 means the time of last treatment. (D). CYLD staining signals in tumor specimens
from tumor tissues of these two patients. Magni�cation: 200×. (E). The mRNA expression levels of CYLD
in tumor specimens from these two patients were analyzed.

Figure 3
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CYLD knockdown inhibited cell apoptosis activities, while force expression of CYLD promoted cell
apoptosis to further improve drug sensitivity.

(A). Incubated with 5μM DDP or PBS for 48h, the apoptosis rates of CYLD knockdown OVCAR3 cells and
control cells were detected by �ow cytometry, and the apoptosis rates were illustrated by the percentage
sum of early and late apoptosis. (B). The apoptosis-related proteins were detected by Western blot. (C).
The levels of apoptosis-relative proteins in CYLD knockdown cells and its control cells were quanti�ed by
densitometry and shown in a scatter plot. (D). After incubated with DDP for 48h, the apoptosis rates of
A2780/A2780-DDP/A2780-DDP with CYLD overexpressed cell lines were detected by Flow cytometry
analysis, (E). the apoptosis rates were illustrated by the percentage of early and late apoptosis. (F). The
apoptosis-related proteins were also detected by Western bolt. Data were statistically analyzed with
Student’s t-test and values are shown as mean ± SD. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.
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Figure 4

CYLD expression was signi�cantly downregulated in ovarian cancer tissues from different patients, and
lower CYLD expression levels were associated with poor prognosis.

(A). Immunohistochemical staining signals of CYLD in clinical tumor samples, including normal ovarian
tissues (n=10), Ovarian borderline epithelial tumor tissues (n=8), and ovarian cancer tissues (n=33),
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original magni�cation, 200× or 400×. (B). The IHC staining intensity of CYLD were classi�ed into negative
(-~+) and positive (++~+++) and showed by proportion. (C). The immunoreactivity plots showed the IHC
scores obtained for the staining signals of CYLD in different ovarian lesion samples. (D). CYLD protein
expression levels were detected by Western blot in six NC samples and six EOC samples selected from
tissue bank. β-actin levels were used as an internal loading control. (E). The levels of CYLD protein
expression were quanti�ed by densitometry and shown in a scatter plot. (F). Relative mRNA expression
levels of CYLD by qRT-PCR in clinical tumor samples, including NC tissues (n=6) and EOC tissues(n=18)
selected from tissue bank. (G). The correlations of mRNA and protein expression levels of CYLD were
analyzed by comparing both mRNA and protein expression levels in the same patient tumor samples. (H).
The survival time of the patient selected from tissue bank was analyzed by Kaplan-Meier. Data were
statistically analyzed with Student’s t-test and values are shown as mean ± SD. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p
< 0.001.
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Figure 5

HER3 functioned as a crucial upstream regulator in DDP resistance of ovarian cancer by negatively
regulated CYLD expression via phosphorylation of STAT3, and HER3 inhibitor facilitated DDP sensitivity.

(A). The correlations of CYLD and HER3 levels were measured by Spearman correlation analysis in
ovarian cancer patient samples. (B, C). The CYLD expression levels were detected in HER3 knockout or
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overexpressed OVCAR3 and A2780 cells by Western blot. (D). Western blot analysis showed that levels of
p-STAT3 protein in HER3 knockout or overexpressed OVCAR3 and A2780 cells; (E). After overexpression
of HER3 in HEK293T cells, the direct interaction of HER3 and CYLD was detected and analyzed by
immunoprecipitation assay. (F). The HER3 protein expression of OVCAR3-DDP/A2780-DDP cells were
tested by Western blot. (G). The DDP sensitivity levels of HER3 knockout A2780/OVCAR3 cells were
measured by CCK8 assay. (H). The DDP sensitivity levels of HER3 overexpressed A2780/OVCAR3 cells
were measured by CCK8 assay. (I,J). The drug combination analysis of DDP and TX1-85-1 (HER3
inhibitor) in A2780-DDP cells were analyzed using CompuSyn software. The dose-effect curve and Fa-CI
plot were shown. DDP (7μM) and TX1-85-1 (3μM and 7μM) resulted in CI value of 0.7494 and 0.8557. (K).
The cell apoptosis of A2780-DDP cells co-treated by DDP (7μM) and TX1-85-1 (3μM and 7μM) were
detected by Flow cytometry analysis, the apoptosis rates were illustrated by the percentage sum of early
and late apoptosis. Data were statistically analyzed with Student’s t-test and values are shown as mean ±
SD. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.
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Figure 6

Drug e�ux pump protein ABCB1 was an important downstream molecule in DDP resistance.

(A). OVCAR3-shCYLD1 cells were incubated with PBS for 12 hours at 37°C after pre-treated with 2μM or
5μM Rhodamine 123 for 2 hours, then measured the accumulation of Rhodamine 123 in cells by FCM.
The quanti�ed data were shown. (B). The quantitative of ABCB1 expression levels were illustrated by
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densitometry and shown in a histogram. (C, D). The expression levels of ABC family proteins (ABCB9,
ABCC1 and ABCG2) in OVCAR3-shCYLD cells and its control cells were detected by Western blot. (E). The
ABCB1 protein expression levels in CYLD knockdown cells and OVCAR3/OVCAR3-DDP/OVCAR3-DDP
with CYLD overexpressed stable cell lines were detected by Western blot. Data were statistically analyzed
with Student’s t-test and values are shown as mean ± SD. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.

Figure 7
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CYLD depleted ovarian cancer cells induced DDP resistance by regulating apoptosis and ABCB1 in vivo.

(A, B). The OVCAR3-shCYLD cells or OVCAR3-shNC cells were subcutaneous injected into the both sides
of the armpit of BALB/C nude mice, and injected DDP(5mg/Kg) every day intraperitoneally for 5 days;
then measured the tumor volumes every day. The quanti�ed results and graph were shown. The tumor
tissues of nude mice were presented. (C, D, E). The tumor growth curve, tumor weight and total survival
curve were shown. (F). The expression levels of CYLD, Ki67, Bcl-XL, Bax and ABCB1 in animal tumor
tissues were detected by immunohistochemical staining. (G). The quanti�ed levels of
immunohistochemical data were illustrated by IHC score, and shown in a histogram. Data were
statistically analyzed with Student’s t-test and values are shown as mean ± SD. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p
< 0.001.
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Figure 8

Force expression of CYLD partially reversed DDP resistance, and dual treatment with DDP and ABCB1
inhibitor signi�cantly inhibited tumorigenesis in vivo.

(A). The tumor tissues of nude mice with A2780, A2780-DDP and A2780-DDP with CYLD overexpressed
cells were presented. The mice were measured every day, after injected DDP (5mg/Kg) every day
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intraperitoneally for 5 days. (B, C). The tumor growth curve and tumor weight were shown in quanti�ed
dates and graphs. (D, E). The combined treatment analysis of DDP and Verapamil (ABCB1 inhibitor)
using CompuSyn software. The dose-effect curve and Fa-CI plot were shown. DDP (3μM) and Verapamil
(3μM) resulted in CI value of 0.3792. (F). Co-treatment the A2780-shCYLD cells with DDP and Verapamil,
the cell apoptosis rates were detected by Flow cytometry. (G). BALB/C nude mice were used to establish
Xenograft experiment with OVCAR3 shCYLD cells, and detected the tumor volumes every day, after
injection of DDP (3mg/Kg), Verapamil(25mg/Kg) or DDP(3mg/Kg) and Verapamil(25mg/Kg) every day
intraperitoneally for total 5 days. The quanti�ed data and graph were shown. the tumor tissues of nude
mice were presented. (H, I, J). The tumor growth curve, tumor weight and mice weight were shown. (K). A
schematic diagram illustrated the mechanism that HER3/CYLD/ABCB1 is a new signaling pathway to
regulate tumor growth and DDP resistance. Data were statistically analyzed with Student’s t-test and
values are shown as mean ± SD. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.
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